
Wallpaper* launches a ‘best of’ Handmade 
exhibition at Expo Gate, Milan, comprising 
gastronomic-related wonders from its  
past five editions, by leading designers, 
manufacturers and craftsmen. 

Inspired by the upcoming Expo Milano 2015 and its  
motto ‘Feeding the Planet. Energy for Life’, Wallpaper* 
Handmade at Expo Gate goes hand-in-hand with 
Wallpaper* Handmade’s main 2015 exhibition and  
its theme of food, drink and entertaining.

Wallpaper* Handmade at Expo Gate contributors 
include: Lobmeyr, Neal Feay, Minimalux, Christian Haas, 
Iacoli & McAllister, Michael Elmgreen, Patternity,  
Pierre Marcolini, Rockwell Group, Kiwi & Pom, Neri & Hu, 
Hosun Ching, Architectural Titanium, Tomas Kral,  
and Bethan Gray.

Since its inception in 2010, Wallpaper* Handmade  
has gathered the finest designers and makers in an annual 
celebration of craftsmanship. This year’s main Handmade 
exhibition takes over an entire arcade in the San Gregorio 
Docet design district, where it will be joined by Emeco,  
d3 Dubai Design District, AfghanMade and Gufram.

About Wallpaper* 
Truly international, consistently intelligent and hugely 
influential, Wallpaper* is the world’s most important 
design and style magazine. Wallpaper* has readers in  
93 countries and unparalleled success in reaching the 
design elite right across the globe. With 12 themed issues  
a year, a limited-edition cover by a different artist or 
designer each month, over 1.15 million Twitter followers 
and a monthly iPad edition, Wallpaper* has evolved  
from style bible to internationally recognised brand.

About Expo Gate 
Situated in the heart of Milan, in front of Castello 
Sforzesco, Expo Gate introduces the public to the 
Universal Exposition, accompanying the event step  
by step. Expo Gate is the stage on which the identity of  
the city and the country is played out, interpreting the 
theme of Expo Milano 2015: ‘Feeding the Planet, Energy  
for Life’. Expo Gate, open daily from 10am to 10pm, is  
a platform for exchange, sharing and involvement from 
where Expo 2015 is presented and recounted: not just  
an information and ticket sales point, but a real hub of 
experience and zest for life. It houses an interdisciplinary 
programme of events, curated by Caroline Corbetta, 
focused on promoting and systematically channelling 
productive cultural energies, be they Milanese or Italian, 
while adding an international twist.

#handmadeexhibition #expogate
@wallpapermag @expogatemilano

For information, interviews and image requests, contact: 
Caroline Sampson, marketing manager, Wallpaper*  
T: 44.20 3148 7712 E: caroline_sampson@wallpaper.com

 Wallpaper* Handmade: 
5 years of gastro greats 
at Expo Gate
Wallpaper* Handmade at Expo Gate,  
Monday 13 April to Thursday 24 April,  
10am – 8pm, at via Luca Beltrami, Milan
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